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Faceted SearchFaceted Search

Term for the exploration of information Term for the exploration of information 

spaces with rich orthogonal metadata spaces with rich orthogonal metadata 

properties. These properties are properties. These properties are 

dubbed dubbed ““facets.facets.”” (E.g., Author, Date, (E.g., Author, Date, 

Document Type, Genre, Annotations, etc.Document Type, Genre, Annotations, etc.——see see 

Marti Hearst)Marti Hearst)

Most frequently used in vertical Most frequently used in vertical 

domains (literature, architecture, domains (literature, architecture, 

music)music)



PhlatPhlat

Interface for Windows Desktop SearchInterface for Windows Desktop Search
Files, Email, Web HistoryFiles, Email, Web History

Also used w/ Also used w/ MemexMemex projectproject

Can we cast all information Can we cast all information 
exploration as search? Browsing facets exploration as search? Browsing facets 
is expressed as a propertyis expressed as a property--restricted restricted 
search.search.

Also explores intuitive use of userAlso explores intuitive use of user--
defined metadata (tags)defined metadata (tags)



PhlatPhlat
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Facet MapFacet Map

Visualization & interface for browsing rich property Visualization & interface for browsing rich property 
storestore–– currently implemented with currently implemented with MemexMemex
database.database.

Scales in three ways:Scales in three ways:
Space: Recursive, spaceSpace: Recursive, space--filling algorithm generates useful filling algorithm generates useful 
views for any size screenviews for any size screen

Items: Large numbers of items aggregated/abstracted into Items: Large numbers of items aggregated/abstracted into 
groups and counts at multiple levelsgroups and counts at multiple levels

Facets: New item attributes can be added to the Facets: New item attributes can be added to the 
visualization dynamicallyvisualization dynamically

Fixed minimum node size to guarantee readabilityFixed minimum node size to guarantee readability
Consistent information densityConsistent information density

Greater levels of detail are collapsed until they are feasible Greater levels of detail are collapsed until they are feasible 
to present, given display constraintsto present, given display constraints



Medium Size (No Filters)Medium Size (No Filters)



Medium Size (Filters Active)Medium Size (Filters Active)




